2019 BY THE NUMBERS

25 ADVOCACY ACTIONS

49 SEPTEMBER WALKS + OVER 450 WALKERS

ANNUAL REPORT 2019
Walking is a solution for climate, health, transportation, and solution. This past year, Oregon Walks leaned deeply into this learning as we hosted walks, advocated for pedestrian-first policies, and partnered with groups living in neighborhoods most impacted by long-term, public disinvestment.

Our Plans and Projects Committee reviewed and gave extensive pedestrian-focused comments on hundreds of pages of municipal transportation plans and projects, the largest being the City of Portland’s comprehensive PedPDX plan. You can see the influence of Oregon Walks on every page of the PedPDX plan, including the mission: “PedPDX ensures walking is a safe, accessible, and attractive experience for everyone in Portland by putting pedestrians at the forefront of City policy, investments, and design.” Sound familiar? It should because it mirrors the Oregon Walks’ mission almost word for word:) Additionally, we hosted Steptember, which included 44 walks; cohosted Neighborwalks with AARP and co-hosted the first walking only section of the Sunday Parkways with Next Level Health Walks--a celebration of Black communities in Portland, and contributed countless hours to the Getting There Together Coalition as we collaborated to craft a metro-wide transportation package that will invest millions of dollars in to pedestrian safety infrastructure and social programs across the metro area.

Thank you for your support of Oregon Walks. Yesterday, today, tomorrow: walk with us!

Walk on and roll on!
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